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longways proper

Give 2 hands to partner. M1 push and M2 pull 3 steps straight out, starting L foot (3). All step R and
and honour (3). M1 & W2, who are now standing back to back, move fonivard, passing partner Lsh,
and go round a/c/w, Ml ending in the middle of the set above the others, facing down, and W2 below
facing up as their partners wait 4 beats, then RH tum a little more than halfway and face across (8).

[All are nol/v in diemond formation] Ml & W2 RH tum (6), then tum L to face partners (2) and LH tum
them (6), all ending in the same diamond formation.

Face partner. Pass Lsh, moving well over, stay facing away, and fall back Lsh level, into a line of 4
across the room, men facing down, women up, clapping on the last beat (8). Ml & W2 (on the ends
of the line) move a/c/w, followed by partner, to progressed places but improper, and tum L to face
them (8). All cross Lsh with partner, and tum L to face again (4).

All cross Lsh, stay facing away, and fall straight back to place, again passing Lsh, clapping on the
last beat (8). Do 2 changes of rights and lefts, without hands (8), and circle L halfway to progress (4).

Notes
1. The title was 'Love for Love: Dandd in the Play". (The play was wriften by Congreve in 1695).
2. I have rebaned the beginning of the tune, and changed the position of the second clap.
3. ln this revised edition, in 82 I have changed the 2nd crossing to a fall straight back, and suggested

that the right and left should be without hands.
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